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Memorandum No. 55 (~960) 

SUbJect: study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

The Commission has completed a tentative revision of the Hears~ 

DiVision of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. The Commission will, of course, 

be reconsidering some of these decisions when it receives the C()llllDf'llts aDd 

suggestions from the state Bar Committee on the Unifonn Rules of Evidence. 

l3I1t it is anticipated that most of the tentative revision will not be 

changed as a result of these comments aDd sugsestions. 

Some time ago the Commission decided that it would publish a pamphlet 

containing its interim tentative recommendation ana revision of the Bear~ 

DiViSion together With the consultant's studies pertaining to the Hears~ 

Division. This publication would include the rules as revised after the 

CoDments and. sugsestions of the State Bar are received.. It was antiCipated 

that another such pamphlet would be published containing the interim 

recommendation aDd reVision of the Privileges Division of the Uniform Rules 

of Evidence ana the consultant's studies on privileges aDd also that 

several other similar pamphlets would be published to complete the coverage 

of the Unifonn Rules. A final pamphlet would be published containing the 

Uniform Rules integrated into the code With code section numbers assigned 

and this pPmpblet would represent the final recommendation of the Law 

Revision Commission on the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

John McDonough has agreed to prepare an initial text of the recommenda-
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tion on the Hearsay Division based on his recollection of the reasons 

that influenced the Commission to make the revisions it did in the 

Hearsay Division. John and I felt that the recommendation should be 

brief and should indicate the existing California law and the change to 

be msde by the revised Uniform Rule. If a Uniform Rule was revised or 

rejected, the reason should be indicated. 

John McDonough has prepared some samples of the form of recommenda-

tion we contemplate. These are attached as Exhibit I. They are in rough 

draft form and are not now presented for consideration as to their sub-

stance; we only want to get the Commission's reaction to this form of 

recommendation before John McDonough goes ahead and prepares similar 

recommendations for the rest of the Hearsay Division rules. However, if 

the recollection of ~ of the members of the Commission as to the reason 

for the recommendation differs from the reason given in the attached 

comment, John would appreciate lmowing this at the June meeting so he can 

take this information into account when he polishes up the attached 

rought drafts. These recoDDDendations probably will be presented to the 

Commission for approval at the same time the Commission considers the 

comments and suggestions of the State Bar. 

The samples a"1tached would, of course, be preceded by a general 

statement outlining the assignment and how we have proceeded and making 

reference to the research consultant's report for more detailed analysis. 

Assuming this was done, do the "Comments" attached seem adequate? Or is 

considerably more byway of detail and analysis necessar.y1 Do the members 

of the Commission have any suggestions for improvement in the format? 

Respectfully SUbmitted, 

John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 

~----------------------- - ---------- --



(34) 6/9/60 

EXHIBIT I 

RULE 63. HE~qSAY EVIDENCE EXCLUDED -- EXCEPTIONS. 

Evidence of a statement which is made other than by a 

witness while testifying at the hearing offered to prove the 

truth of the matter stated is hearsay evidence and 

inadmissible except: 

COMMENT 

This language, prior to the word "except," states 

the hearsay ru~e in its classical form, with one 

qualification: because the word "statement" as used 

herein is elsewhere defined (Rule 6Z(l)} to mean 

only oral or written expression and assertive 

nonverbal conduct - i.e., nonverbal conduct 

intended by the actor as a substitute for words in 

expressing a matter, it excludes from hearsay at 

least some types of nonassertive conduct which our 

courts today would probably regard as amounting to 

extrajudicial declarations and thus hearsay -- e.g., 

the flight of X as evidence that he committed a 

crime. The Commission agrees with the draftsmen 

of the URE that evidence of nonassertive conduct 

should not be regarded as hearsay for two reasons. 
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First, such evidence, being nonassertive, does not involve the 

veracity of the declarant and one of the principal purposes of 

the hearsay rule is to subject the veracity of the declarant 

to cross-examination. Second, there is frequently a 

guarantee of the trustworthiness of the inference to be 

drawn from such nonassertive conduct in that the conduct 

itself evidences the actor's own belief in and hence the 

validity of the inference. To put it another way, these 

are cases in which actions speak louder than words. 

The word "except" introduces thirty-two clauses which 

define various exceptions to the hearsay rule which the 

Commission recommends be enacted. These are commented upon 

individually below. 
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(i) [A-s~a~emeR~-~pey~e~sly-maee-9y-a-pepgeR-wRe-is-fPeseR~ 

a~-~Re-ReaPiRg-aRa-ayai±ae±e-fep-epess-e*amiRa~ieR-wi~R-pe8~eet-te 

tRe-6ta~emeRt-aBe-i~6-s~e~eet-mat~ep;-~peYiaee-~Re-eta~emeBt-we~±a 

ee-aemis9ie±e-if-maee-9y-aee±apaBt-wR~±e-testifyiBg-ae-a-witBes9r] 

When a person is a witness at the hearing. a statement made by him, 

though not made at the hearing. is admissible to prove the truth 

of the matter stated if the statement would have been admissible 

if made by him while testifying and the statement: 

(a) Is inconsistent with his testimony at the hearing and 

is offered in compliance with Rule 22; or 

(b) Is offered after evidence of a prior inconsistent 

statement or of a recent fabrication by the witness has been 

received and the statement is one made before the alleged 

inconsistent statement or fabrication and is consistent with his 

testimony at the hearing; or 

fc) Concerns a matter as to which the witness has no present 

recollection and is a writing which was made at a time when the 

facts recorded in the writing actually occurred or at such other 

time when the facts recorded in the writing were fresh in the 

witness's memory and the writing was made (i) by the witness 

himself or under his direction or (ii) by some other person for 

the purpose of recording the witness's statement at the time it 

was made. 
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COMMENT 

The Commission recommends against adoption of Rule 63(1) 

of the URE, which would make admissible any extrajudicial 

statement which was made by a declarant who is present at 

the hearing and available for cross-examination. URE Rule 

63(1) would permit a party to put in his case through written 

statements carefully prepared in his attorney's office, 

thus enabling him to present a smoothly coherent story which 

could often not be duplicated on direct examination of the 

declarant. Even if the declarant were then called to the 

stand by the adverse party and cross-examined the net impact 

of his testimony would often, the Commission believes, be 

considerably stronger than it would have been had the witness's 

story been told on the stand in its entirety. Inasmuch as 

the declarant is, by definition, available to testify in 

open court the Commission does not believe that so broad an 

exception to the hearsay rule is warranted. 

The Commission recommends, instead, that the present law 

respecting the admissibility of out-of-court declarations 

of trial witnesses be codified with some revisions. Accord

ingly, paragraph (a) restates the present law respecting the 

admissibility of prior inconsistent statements and paragraph 

(b) restates the present law regarding the admissibility of 

prior consistent statements except that in both instances the 

extrajudicial declarations are admitted as substantive evidence 
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in the cause rather than, as at the present, solely to impeach 

the witness in the case of prior inconsistent statements and 

to rebut a charge of recent fabrication in the case of prior 

consistent statements. The Commission believes that it is 

not realistic to expect a jury to understand and apply the 

subtle distinctions taken in the present law as to the purposes 

for which the extrajudicial statements of a trial witness may 

and may not be used. In any event, no great harm is likely 

to be done by the broader rule of admissibility proposed 

inasmuch as the declarant is available for cross-examination. 

It is implicit in paragraphs (a) and (b), of course, that the 

witness must take the stand and tell his story initially on 

vive voce examination before the extrajudicial statements 

covered by these exceptions are admiSSible. 

Paragraph (o) restates and hence preserves the present rule 

making admissible what is usually referred to as "past 

recollection recorded." The language stating the circumstances 

under which such evidence may be introduced is taken largely 

from and embodies the substance of the language of C.C.P. 

§ 2047. At the present time, as under the proposed provision, 

such writings are admitted as substantive evidence in the 

action or proceeding. 
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(2) [AGG~eaY~~S-~9-~Re-e*~eR~-aem~ss~e*e-BY-~Re-s~a~~~es 

ef-~R~s-s~a~et) To the extent otherwise admissible under the 

law of this State: 

(a) Affidavits. 

(b) Depositions taken in the action or proceeding in which 

they are offered. 

(c) Testimony given bv a witness at the preliminary 

examination in the criminal action or proceeding in which it is 

offered. 

(d) Testimony given by a witness at a former trial of the 

criminal action or proceeding in which it is offered. 

CCl>lMENT 

Paragraph (a) embodies the substance of subdivision 

(2) of the URE. Both simply preserve the existing law 

respecting the admissibility of affidavits which, being 

extrajudicial statements, are technically hearsay. The 

Commission is not aware of any defects in or dissatisfaction 

with the existing law on this subject. 

Paragraph (b) preserves the existing law concerning the 

admissibility of depositions taken in the action or 

proceeding in which they are offered. The Commission 

recommends against the adoption of subdivision (3) of the 

URE insofar as it would make admissible as substantive 
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evidence any deposition "taken for use as testimony in the trial 

of the action in which it is offered," without the necessity of 

showing the existence of any such special circumstances as the 

nonavailability of the deponent. In 1957 the Legislature 

enacted a statute (C.C.P. §§ 2016-2035) dealing comprehensively 

with discovery, including provisions relating to the taking and 

admissibility of depositions (C.C.P. § 2016 et seg.). The 

provisions then enacted respecting admissibility of depositions 

are narrower than liRE Rule 63(3). The Commission believes that 

it would be unwise to recommend revision of the 1957 legislation 

at this time, before substantial experience has been had 

thereunder. 

Paragraph (c) preserves the existing law (Penal Code § 686) 

insofar as it makes admissible in a criminal action testimony 

taken at the preliminary examination therein. There is no 

equivalent provision in the URE but there is no indication that 

the draftsmen expressly intended Rule 63 to make such evidence 

inadmissible; rather, it would appear that the omission of an 

exception to the hearsay rule for such evidence was an oversight. 

Paragraph (d) preserves the existing law (Penal Code § 686) 

insofar as it makes admissible testimony given by a witness at a 

former tri.al of the criminal action or proceeding in which it is 

offered. There is no equivalent prOVision in the URE but, again, 

this appears to be due to oversight rather than to deliberate 

omission. 
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(2a) In a civil action or proceeding, testimony of a witness given 

in a former action or proceeding between the same parties, relating to 

the same matter, if the judge finds that the declarant i6 unavailable as 

a witness. 

Co~ 

There is no equivalent provision in the URE but its absence 

appears to be due to oversight rather than deliberate omission. 

The proposed provision would permit such evldence to be 

introduced in a wider range of cases than does existing law 

(C.C.P. § 1870(8» which conditions admissibility of testimony in 

a former action upon the witness's being deceased, out of the 

jurisdiction or unable to testify. "Unavailable as a witness" is 

defined in Rule 62 and includes, in addition to these cases, situa

tions in which the witness is exempted from testifying on the ground 

of privilege or is disqualified from testifying. The Commission 

perceives no reason why the general definition of unavailability 

Which it has recommended for the purpose of exceptions to the 

hearsay rule should not be applicable here. 
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(3) [~~8~ee~-~e-~ke-8ame-l~~a~~eR8-aaa-e8~eet!eBs-as-~ae~a-~ke 

aeelapeR~-WeFe-~eS~~~!Rg-iB-~eF8eB7-~a~-~es~imeRY-iR-*ae-{eF-m-e{-8 

aeFesi*ieR-~akeR-iR-ee~liaBee-wi~a-~ae-law-Bf-*aie-s*a*e-fBF-~Be-8S 

~es*~BRY-iR-~ae-*FiAl-B{-*Be-ae*ieB-iB-wkiea-effepea,-eF-~8j-!f-~ke-~~e 

{iRas-*ka*-*ae-aeelapeR~-is-~availa81e-a8-a-wi*Bes8-a*-*aB-keap~, 

~e8tiaeRY-g!veB-8s-a-wi~sS8-iB-8Betaep-a@~~BB-BF-iB-a-aeFBsit!BB-~BkeR 

~-eempliaBee-wita-law-fsF-~e-a8-~estimeRY-iR-*ke-~Fial-Bf-AB~aep-ae~ieB1 

wReB-{i~-*ke-te8timeBY-!g-effeFea-8Ba~~-a-p~y-waB-effepea-i~-iR-kis 

SWR-AeBalf-QR-tae-fsF.mBP-eeeasiBB7-ep-ABaiRst-tke-sQeeeS8BP-iB-iR*epe~-ef 

SQea-FaptY1-eF-~li~-*ae-i88Qe-i8-s~8k-*Ra*-*Be-a4vep8e-papty-sB-tae-fsF-mBP 

seeaSieR-kaa-taB-pigk*-aaa-9f,~~*y-fBP-ePS88-e*em!Ba*iBB-wi*k-AB 

iBtepe8*-aaA-metive-8imilaF-*B-tkat-wkiek-taB-8avep8e-p~y-aas-iR-taB 

aetiBR-iR-vaiea-tke-te8t~BBY-!8-effeFeat] Subject to the same limitations 

and objections as though the declarant were testifying in person, testimony 

given under oath or affirmation as a witness in another action or proceed

ing conducted sY or under the supervision of a court or other official 

agency haVing the power to determine controversies or testimony taken by 

d2Position taken in comwliance with law in such an action or proceeding, 

but only if the judge finds that the declarant is unavailable as a witness 

at the hearing and that: 

(a) Such test1mony is offered against a party who offered it in 

eVidence on his own behalf in the other action or proceeding or against 

the successor in interest of such party; or 

(b) In a civil action or proceeding, the issue is such that the 

adverse party in the other action or proceeding had the right and opportunity 

for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar to that which the 
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adverse party has in the action or proceeding in which the testimony is 

offered; or 

(c) In a criminal action or proceeding, the present defendant '\laS a 

party to the other action or proceeding and had the right and opportunity 

for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar to that which 

he has in the action or proceeding in which the testimony is offered except 

that the testimOny given at a preliminary examination in the other action 

or proceeding is not admissible. 

COMMENr 

This proposed provision is a modification of Rule 63(3)(b) of 

the llRE. The modifications narrow the scope of the exception to 

the hearsay rule which is proposed by the Commissioners on Uniform 

State Laws. 

At the same time this provision goes beyond existing Cali

fornia law which admits testimony taken in another legal proceed

ing only if the other proceeding was a former trial or a preliminary 

hearing in the action or proceeding in which the testimony is 

offered. It should be noted that there are two substantial pre

liminary qualifications of admissibility in the proposed rule: 

(1) the declarant must be unavailable as a witness and (2) the 

testimony is subject to the same limitations and objections as 

though the declarant were testifying in person. In addition, the 

testimony is made admissible only in the quite limited circumstances 
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delineated in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c). The Commission believes 

that with these limitations and safeguards it is better to admit than 

to exclude the former testimony because it may in particular cases be 

of critical importance to a just deciSion of the cause in which it is 

offered. 
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(4) A statement: 

(a) Which the judge finds was made while the declarant was perceiving 

the event or condition which the statement narrates, describes or explainsi 

[,] or 

(b) Which the judge finds [was-maQe-wa~le-~ae-~eelaFaBt-was-~Qe~-~Re 

~~pe~8-Q~-Q-RepVe~s-exe~temsRt-eQ~SeQ-Qy-8~eR-~eFeeptiSBy-SF] (i) Purports 

to state what the declarant perceived relating to an event or condition 

which the statement narrates, describes or explains and (ii) was made 

spontaneously while the declarant was under the stress of' a nervous excite

ment caused by such perception. 

[~e~--~~-tRe-QeelQP~-~9-~a¥a~laQle-a9-a-witBe887-a-8*QtemeBt 

BaFPat~,-Qe8ep~QiBg-ep-eKplQ~B~g-aB-e¥eBt-ep-eeBQit~eB-wR~ea-tae-8RQge 

~~Qs-wa9-maQe-Qy-tae-QeelapaBt-Qt-a-t~e-wReB-ta8-matteF-aQQ-eeeB-Fe88Bt!y 

~e~e8~VSQ-Qy-a~-asQ-wa~e-k!s-pe8911ee*ieB-wa8-eleaF1-asQ-wa8-maQe-iR-gsea 

#aita-~p~9P-te-tae-eemmeBeemeBt-9#-tBe-aetieB71 

COMMENT 

Paragraph (a) appears to go beyond existing law except to 

the extent that statements of this character would be admitted by 

trial. judges today "as a part of the res gestae." The Commission 

believes that there is an adequate guarantee of the trustworthi

ness of' such statements in the contemporaneaty of the declarant's 

perception of the event and his narration of' it; in such a situa

tion there is obviously no problem of recollection and virtually 

no opportunity for fabrication. 
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Paragraph (b) is a codification of the existing exception to 

the hearsay rule which makes excited statements admissible. The 

rationale oftnis exception is that the spontaneity of such state

ments and the declarant's state of mind at the time when they are 

made provide an adequate guarantee of their trustworthiness. 

After very considerable thought and discussion the Commission 

decided to recommend against the enactment of Rule 4(c) of the URE. 

Its decision was not an easy one to reach. URE Rule 4(c) would 

make the statements with which it is concerned admissible only when 

the declarant is unavailable as a witness; hence its rejection will 

doubtless exclude the only available evidence in some cases where, 

if admitted and believed, such evidence might have resulted in a 

more just decision. The Commission was substantially influenced in 

reaching its decision by the fact that URE Rule 4(c) would make 

routinely_taken statements of witnesses in physical injury actions 

admissible whenever such witnesses were, for any reason, unavailable 

at the trial. Both the authorship (in the sense of reduction to 

writing) and the accuracy of such statements are open to consider

able doubt, the Commission believes. Moreover, as such litigation 

and preparation therefor is routinely handled it seems likely that 

defendants would far more often be in possession of statements 

meeting the specifications of Rule 4(c) than would plaintiffs and 

it seems undesirable to the Commission thus to weight the scales 

in a type of action which is so predominant in our courts. 
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(5) A statement by a person unavailable as a uitness because of his 

death if the judge finds that it was made upon the personal knowledge of 

the declarant, under a sense of imllending death, voluntarily and in good 

faith and [wB~le-~Be-aeel~aR~-w8s-eeRee!e~-e@-Ris-~eRa~R8-4e8~B-aaa 

eel~eveJ in the belief that there was no hope of his recovery~ (7) 

COMl.fENT 

This is a broadened form of the well-established exception 

to the hearsay rule which makes dying declarations admissible. 

The eXisting law (C.C.P. § 1870(4)) as interpreted by our courts 

makes such declarations admissible only in criminal homocide 

actions and only when they relate to the immediate cause of the 

declarant's death. The Commission believes that the rationale 

of the present exception--that men are not apt to be untruthful 

in the shadow of death--is as applicable to any other declaration 

that a dying man might make as it is to a statement regarding the 

immediate cause of his death. I1orem'er, it perceives no rational 

basis for differentiating, for the purpose of the admissibility of 

dying declarations between civil and criminal actions or among 

various types of criminal actions. 

The Commission has rearranged and restated the language 

relating to the declarant's state of mind regarding the imllendency 

of death, substituting the language of C.C.P. § 1870(4) for that 

of the draftsmen of the URE. It has also added the requirement 

that the statement be one made upon the personal knowledge of the 
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declarant. The Commission I s research consultant suggests that the 

omission of this language from Rule 63(5) of the liRE was probably 

an oversight; in any event it seems desirable to make it clear 

that "double hearsay" and the declarant I s surmise as to the matter 

in question are not admissible. 
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(6) [~R-a-epteisal-~PgeeeQiB87aS-a~a~Rs~-~ke-aee~8~a,-a-pFev~9~s 

sta~em9R~-eY-Bte-pe~a*ive-te-tB8-9ffeRse-ekaF~ea-~f,-s-~a-eBly-~f,-tke 

d~aBe-f~Ras-tkat-~B8-aeeH88a-wBeR-mek~Rg-tBe-s~a*emeR~-was-eeBS8~eHS-aRa 

w~s-ea~ae~e-ef-HBaep9taB4iRg-wBa~-ke-sa~a-aBQ-a~Qy-aBa-~ka~-ke-waS-Ret 

~aQHeea-*e-m8ke-~Be-8~a*emeRt-{a~-HBQep-eemrH!s~eB-9F-ey-~Rf~~etieR-9P 

tBFeBt8-ef-~f~~et~9B-ef-SHffep~B8-~eR-Bte-ep-aB9tkeF1-9P-BY-FPel9B~Q 

~ateF?9~at~9B-HRQeP-8Hek-e~pe~9taRe88-a8-t9-?eRQep-tk9-8*atemea~-~aV9~

HBtapY1-ep-tB~-ey-~kPeat8-9P-p~em~S99-89aeepa~-aet~ea-te-Be-t8kea-ey-a 

FHel~~-eff~e~al-vi~B-P8fep8Re8-~9-~ke-epte91-~~8ly-t@-ee~ee-~k8-a@eHsea 

t8-mak8-SH8k-8-statem8Bt-f~S8~f,-aBa-EaQ8-8y-a-peF88B-wkem-tke-aeeasea 

pe889B&8ly-ee~~€¥eQ-te-kave-*ke-pQWep-ep-aHtk8~*Y-*8-e~eeHte-tke-sBmet) 

In a criminal action or proceeding, as against the defendant, a previous 

statement by him relative to the offense charged, unless the judge finds 

pursuant to the procedures set forth in Rule 8 that the statement was made: 

~ Under circumstances likely to cause the defendant to make a 

false statement; or 

(b) Under such circumstances that it is inadmissible under the 

Constitution of the United States or the Constitution of this State. 

COMMENl' 

This provision states a rule governing the admissibility 

of the defendant's confeSSion and admissions in a criminal action 

or proceeding. While the Commission has departed rather widely 

from the language of Rule 63(6) of the URE, it is believed that 

paragraph (a) states a principle which is not only broad enough 

to encompass all the situations covered by URE Rule 63(6) but 
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also has the additional virtue of covering as well analogous situa

tions which, though not within the letter of the more detailed 

language proposed by the draftsmen of the URE is neverthless within 

its spirit. 

Paragraph (b) is technically unnecessary inasmuch as the ground 

is already covered by the Constitutions of this State and of the 

United States. It seems desirable to restate the proposition here, 

however, both for the sake of completeness and to make it clear that 

the Commission has no thought that the Legislature, in enacting this 

prOVision, would be asserting that the matter of the admissibility 

of the confessions and admissions of defendants in criminal actions 

and proceedings is a matter solely within the competence of the 

Legislature to determine. 

The proposed prOVision is believed to restate existing law in 

respect of the admissibility of confessions. In treating admissions 

of criminal defendants in the same way as confessions, however, the 

proposed prOVision states a much more restrictive rule respecting 

admissibility than presently obtains. The virtue of this proposed 

change is that (1) it applies the same rule of law to types of 

evidence which are virtually identical in substance, thus eliminat

ing a very questionable distinction in the existing law and (2) it 

will make it unnecessary in the future to attempt to make the often 

difficult, if not impossible, determination whether a particular 

extrajudicial statement is a confession or only an admission. 
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